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When we first went shopping, I carried my list and you 
carried yours. We began filling our baskets— always 
at the salad bar. You would study the price 
of chicory, and I’d study you— but also check 
for dead leaves and wilt. Pushing off down the aisle,
I suppose we both pictured the perfect salad. Who wouldn't pay
a good price for a glistening bowlful of greens? I’d pay
more for prime lentils and legumes, topped off with tomatoes for you
and sprouts for me. You once said you were swept down the aisle
by me, but now I find myself perplexed, wondering always
if it was just the perfume— my oleander? (I keep meaning to check.)
There was always a gal w ith freebies. And more . . .  for a price.
We snacked on her crackers and cheese. You’d say The price 
was right! like Uncle Windy, with a foxy grin. We didn't pay 
for the brew in the daisy cups either. You’d just check 
your wallet and walk on by with that smile and shrug you 
do so well— the same one you always 
reserve for salesmen and dilettantes who cross your aisle.
Later we'd press skin. Feel the pink-fleshed melons. I’ll
never forget that musky smell, the test for ripeness. The price
had to be right in that department too. And you. the Great Dane, always
acting like a yappy Schnauzer, nipping at my heels and hell to pay
if you couldn’t grab the slender tie of my wraparound skirt— you
liked to unwrap that swirl of magenta passion flowers and check
the goods, see what lay under, as if you were checking
the crabcakes for freshness. Then you’d trot down another aisle,
comparing the usual grades and choices, until you
knew you’d made the best deal for short ribs or rump. If the price
was outlandish, we’d settle for chili or hash. No “Buy now, pay
later” for you. You got the most for your money. Always.
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We both liked potatoes, and there were always 
great mounds of them, whipped and buttered. You’d check 
for lumps. I liked them fresh from Green Mountains. You'd pay 
more if they came from Aroostook County. In one aisle, 
as I recall, we couldn't quite settle on the price 
or brand of tea. 1 liked that Celestial brew, but you
always wanted Twinings. I'd be steaming. So you'd vanish,
then pop up in another aisle. But when I check out
(trust m e!) it’s a small price to pay for having been with you.
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